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Specific Heat Evidence for Strong Coupling in YBa2Cu30 7

J E Gordon*, R A Fisher, S Kamin*, and N E Phillips

MCSD, LawrenceBerkeley Laboratory,Berkeley,CA 94720, USA

Specificheat data for YBa2Cu307are consistentwith _ _ 15+_3mJ/mole.K2
and 2_o/kTc = 6.8+0.6. These results indicate that strong-couplingef-
fects are present but that the coupling is unlikely to be predominantly
a conventionalelectron-phononinteraction.

In this note an interpretation of specific heat, C, measurements on '

YBa2Cu307is applied to an analysisof data in the vicinityof Tc to obtain
information about the strength of the coupling responsible for the

superconductivity. Correlationsamong several sample-dependen_parameters

have been interpreted(Phillipset al Iggo) as showingthat typical samples

are only 30-90% superconducting; that the volume fraction of

superconductivity,fs' can be determined from the discontinuity,AC(Tc),

at the critical temperature,Tc; and that the Sommerfeldconstant %r the
fully normal state, _ is -!6 mJ/moleK2, • , a value close to that calculated

(Massiddaet al 1987; Krakauer et al 1988) for the bare density of states,

indicating that electron-phonon enhancement effects are notrbs,
significant. Thus, if electron-phonon coupling is responsible for the

superconductivity,YBa2Cu307should be a weakly-coupledBCS superconductor

with B- _C(Tr)/TTc - 1.43. However, such a conclusion)i.sclearly at oddswith _ - 16 m,T/mole.KZ and the measured values of _C(l"c

Figure I shows C/T vs T for a YBa2Cu307samplemade by the citratepyrolysis

techniq,ue. An entropy-conserving construction gives AC(Tc)/Tr, - 64" mJ/mole K2, -83% of the value expected for a fully superconductingsample

(Phillipset al 1990; see also Junod et al 1990), i.e., fs " 0.83. With

- 16 mJ/mole.K2 and 8 - AC(Tc)/Fs_Tc = 5.5 -- almost 4 times the BCS weak-
coupling value and clearly indicativeof strong-coupling.The dotted and

so_id curves in Fig. I represent,respectively,approximationsto Cn and Cs,

the normal- and the 83%-superconducting-statevalues of C. Cn = Cl + _T,

wher_ Cl, the latticecontribution,is assumedto consistof dilatation and
harmonicterms. Cn was obtainedby interpolationbetween the data above 96K
and the data in the region 62-65K, the region expected to include the

temperature,Tx, at which Cs - Cn. Over this interpolationinterval the
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Figure 1. C/T vs T. See text for discussion.

harmonic lattice term can be adequately representedby a polynomial in T,

by an expansion of the form described by Gordon et al (1989), or by a

superposition of Einstein terms. The solid curve is given by Cs = Cl +
fsCes + (1-fs)_T,where Ces is the fully-superconducting-stateelectronic
C, and has been calculatedby assuminga Gaussiandistributionof transition

temperaturescenteredon <Tc> with a width ATc. lt is also assumedthat the
superconducting state can be described by the "_ model" (Padamsee et al

1973) in which the gap in the density of states is related to the BCS gap

by the factor a/1.764. Application of this model involves two adjustable

parameters. = which determines the shape of the anomaly, and fs_ which
determines the amplitude. The solid curve corresponds to <T > = 91K

_Tc/<Tc > = 0 02 _ 3 4, and fs_ 12 4 mJ/mole K2 c '• , = . = . • , and results in

AC(Tc)/_T c = 5.3 and Tx - 63K. The inclusion of a small fluctuation

contributionthat lowersfs_ to 12 mJ/mole.K2 would slightlyimprovethe fit

in the region near 93K, but is not essential. As required by
thermodynamics, the area between the data and the dotted curve in the

temperatureregion 63_T_<96Kis equal to the entropydifference between the

normal and superconductingstates at Tx. (For this comparison,the normal-

state value was taken as _Tx and the superconducting-state value was



calculatedusing the = model,)The resultsof the fitting procedureare not

unique, Reasonablygood fits to the data can be obtainedwith other choices

for fs_ and e (but <Tc> and ATc remain essentiallythe same). We conclude

that the data are consistentwith the values fs_ - 12.4±3 mJ/mole.K2 and

. = 3.4_+0.3. With fs " 0.83, this range in fs_,corresponds to _ = 15_+3
mJ/mole.K2, in agreementwith the value 16 mJ/mole.K2 obtained on the basis

of other considerations(Phillipset al 1990). The values of _ consistent
with the data are twice the weak-coupledBCS value. They correspond to a

gap ratio 2_o/kic-6.8±0.6, in a§reementwith other measurements(see, eg.,

Batlogg 1990) and: when combinea with the result _- rbs, imply that the
conventionalelectron-phononirteractioncannot be solely responsiblefor

the superconductivity.

The principaluncertaintyin the conclusionsderivesfrom uncertairtyin Cn,
the "background"C on which the analysis is based. Loram and Mirza (1988)

have also used the = model to obtain similarvalues for _ and _. They made

differentialC measurementswith quenched non-superconductingYBa2Cu307as
the reference. In that case there are uncertaintiesin the correction to

C l (comparable to those in Cn in this work), and there are also
uncertaintiesin the interpretationof the severallinear terms that occur
in the data.
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